
George i‘ardner 
	

2/16/81 
Weehiagton Post'- 
1150 15 St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Dear George, 

I don't recall whether I sent you a copy of my last week's memo to Jim on about 

6,000 pages I got under discovery in the spectre case, after remand. They pertain to 

the preservation, meaning non-destruction, of records, including evidence. Prohibited. 

I enclose the additional memo I've just finished because *it pertains to false claims, 

including under oats, by the FBI, in this litigation. 

Perhaps ypu will remember the when I first got some of the withheld information 

I gave it to you and you did a piece. 

Last week's memo includes the Gallagher conjecture that he destroyed the JFK 

specimens he tested by neutron activation analysis. Jim can provide easier and faster 

than I if you want that name and the attachments. If I didn't send them. 

This memo includes the ;woof that there was no dangerous radioactieity involved. 

Meaning that in addition to the peobibition against deetruction the reason for the 

elleeed destruction is and wa  known to be false. 

Go why did they destroy, assuming they did? Only because they didn't want their 

work to be checked. 

In the first memo I refer to testing pertaining to other shooting. I brought that 

report of another shot to light in, I think, my second book. I now have the FBI's 

records, not from HQ. HQ wanted to divest itself of all the results 	twice sent them 

back to Dallas, which had said at the outset for Ng not to send 	heek. This proof 

has never been reported and, in fact, that past of my second book reeeived no attention 

except in Dallas, 'where of all things, when I was dolais a talk show, thc> cm who made 

the initial report to the. FBI called in. 

Ile supposed to be getting more Dallas records, including their files on the critics. 

DeMobrenechildt and summaries of their electronic surveillances of ;arina. I volunteered 

this because I don't want and don't think anyone should have the extremely personal things 

I know they got and distributed in sumeary. Let me know if interested. nest, 


